BOUNTY CAMPAIGN TERMS
We believe in a decentralised economy and cryptocurrency community. We are now starting a
bounty campaign, so participants can help us tell about SAMFins to the community, and get free
coins as a bounty reward. In the SAMFins crowdsale there will be 200000000 SAM tokens
issued in total. As a bounty reward we will distribute 1000000 SAM tokens, which equals to 0.5%
from all SAM tokens issued in ICO.
To earn and receive SAM tokens , at first you should fill out your info in below form
https://goo.gl/forms/PMbvsF8nNkpPthLw1
We will review and share confirmed candidates list that are eligible
By completing bounty tasks you will receive bounty-points, which are divided in the following
categories: twitter, facebook, bitcointalk translation and moderation, writing blog posts and
posting articles in popular media. At the end of crowdsale we will distribute 1000000 SAM tokens
proportionally to your bounty points in each category.

1. TWITTER FOLLOW & REPOSTS
●
●

Follow our official page in Twitter
Register on SAMFins.com

You retweet news marked with #SAMFins from our official account within 5 days after their
publication and not later, and do not delete them until the crowdsale ends on January 15, 2018.
Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed for this category is 100000 SAM.
Each retweet will earn you the following amount of points
●
●
●
●
●
●

29 followers and less - 5 points
From 30 to 99 followers - 20 points
From 100 to 249 followers - 50 points
From 250 to 999 followers - 120 points
From 1000 to 9999 followers - 240 points
10000 followers and more - 500 points

The account must be at least 4 months old. The number of your followers is being fixed at the
moment when you connect your account and doesn’t change during the campaign.
NOTE: We count ONLY the posts that are marked with #SAMFins by our team. So, if you do not
add our hashtag to any posts, it is not counted.

2. FACEBOOK FOLLOW & REPOSTS
●
●

Follow our official Facebook page
Register on SAMFins.com

As you follow us on Facebook, we count each of your reposts automatically. Just repost our
posts with the #SAMFins hashtag. Shares to public pages and open groups in Facebook are also
accepted. All reposts must be public. Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed for this
category is 100000 SAM.
You repost news marked with #SAMFins from our official account within 5 days after their
publication and not later, and do not delete them until the crowdsale  ends on Jan 15,2018. Each
repost will earn you the following amount of points:
●
●
●
●
●
●

29 and less - 5 points
From 30 to 99 friends - 20 points
From 100 to 249 friends - 50 points
From 250 to 999 friends - 120 points
From 1000 to 9999 friends & followers - 240 points
10000 friends & followers and more - 500 points

The account must be at least 4 months old. The number of your followers is being fixed at the
moment when you connect your account and doesn’t change during the campaign.
NOTE: We count ONLY the posts that are marked with #SAMFins by our team. So, if you add
our hashtag to any posts, it is not counted.

3. BITCOINTALK CAMPAIGN
●

Register on SAMFins.com

We are happy to invite you to SAMFins Bitcointalk campaign. Total amount of SAMFins tokens
distributed for this category is 100000 SAM
Conditions to earn points in this category:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Constructive posts a week minimum
At least 1 post a week must be constructive and in the SAMFins ANN thread
As you apply, we define your rank, and it will not be changed
We will ban and will not send SAMFins tokens to spammers and multi accounts
Users not posting a min of 15 posts per week for 2 consecutive weeks will be removed
Receiving negative trust or ban during your participation in our campaign will result in you
being disqualified from our campaign receiving nothing
If we feel there's a lot of spam posts you're making you will be removed from the
campaign and receive no payment

Discussion Boards we do not count are below
Games and round, Micro earnings, Politics and Society, Off-topic, Archival, Posts in "tipster"
threads, Auctions, Lending, Beginners and help, Press, Investor based games

4. BITCOINTALK TRANSLATION AND
THREAD MODERATION
●

Register on SAMFins.com

Apply through this form to book your language ANN translation and thread moderation.
You will receive 40 points for an ANN translation, 20 points for our “big post” translation and 5
points per page in your thread. Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed in this category is
100000 SAM.

5. WRITE A POST IN YOUR BLOG/SOCIAL
MEDIA ABOUT SAMFins
●

Register on SAMFins.com

If you are a big media or a trendsetter, please refer to Option 6. This option is for private users.
Write a post about SAMFins in any language, with at least 1000 characters and containing 2 links
to SAMFins.com. We will class each article as standard (20 points), nice (50 points) or
extraordinary (180 points).
It can be your blog or your social net personal page, for example Facebook or LinkedIn page.
The article should be available to the Internet. To class your article, we will check the popularity
of your blog and the quality of the content. Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed in this
category is 100000 SAM.

6. HELP US PUBLISH AN ARTICLE IN THE
MEDIA (GOOD FOR JOURNALISTS)
If you are a private user, please refer to Option 5. This option is for big media and trendsetters.
You can help us create an article or video blog on a popular media website or outlet. For
example, you can write an article about SAMFins in Forbes, Coindesk, Bitcoinist, or in any other
media relevant to finances and cryptocurrency.
We will class each article as standard (10 points), nice (25 points) or extraordinary (90 points)
depending on the media outlet and it’s reach.
Please make sure, that you are ready to make an article and you are able to publish it in some
popular media, then apply through the form below. Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed
for this category is 300000 SAM

7. TELEGRAM PROMOTER
If you are a telegram promoter , you can participate with this option
Our Telegram group: https://t.me/joinchat/HN_oRA6vxE9JBfSiFXKc9w

Conditions to earn points in this category:
●
●
●
●

Join Telegram: 10 points

5 successful invites: 10 points

10 successful invites: 20 points
20 successful invites: 30 points

Requirement for participating in the SAMFins Telegram Bounty:
●
●
●

Dropping and rejoining will result in disqualification of bounty points
Sending Telegram link does NOT qualify as an invite

In order to secure points you must “add member” and this can only be done
through existing contacts inside Telegram

Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed for this category is 100000 SAM

8. Other Categories
Request for any other categories (translations, organizing community events or any other
promotions) fall in this category.Total amount of SAMFins tokens distributed for this category is
100000 SAM

HOW AND WHEN YOU CAN RECEIVE YOUR
BOUNTIES
After the crowdsale  ends, your final amount of bounty points will be visible in your SAMFins
account.
Below formula will be used to calculate bounty payout in each category and we will share
updated list after the crowdsale with the participants and their eligible amount of SAM Tokens.
Your bounty token count will be calculated as follows
Final Bounty payout for a category- Total token  allocation for category / total bounty
collected points / your individual points = your SAM bounty payout

Here is an email, support@samfins.com, if you have any questions regarding the bounty
campaign or if you need assistance, feel free to contact us and we will be glad to help

